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Aula passada
Início do séc. XX: Inconsistências entre a física clássica e os experimentos 
(radiação de corpo negro, efeito fotoelétrico, efeito Compton, teoria atômica 
de Bohr, entre outros) levaram à postulação de um dualidade onda-partícula, 
tanto da luz quanto da matéria.
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A dualidade onda-partícula
A. ELECTROMAGNETIC WAVES AND PHOTONS

Figure 1: Diagram of Young’s double-slit light interference experiment (fig. a). Each of
the slits 1 and 2 produces a di�raction pattern on the screen . The corresponding
intensities are 1( ) and 2( ) (solid lines in figure b). When the two slits 1 and

2 are open simultaneously, the intensity ( ) observed on the screen is not the sum
1( ) + 2( ) (dashed lines in figure b), but shows oscillations due to the interference

between the electric fields radiated by 1 and 2 (solid line in figure c).

term which depends on the phase di�erence between 1 and 2 and whose presence
explains the fringes. The wave theory thus predicts that diminishing the intensity of the
source S will simply cause the fringes to diminish in intensity but not vanish.

What actually happens when S emits photons practically one by one? Neither
the predictions of the wave theory nor those of the particle theory are verified. In fact:

(i) If we cover the screen E with a photographic plate and increase the exposure
time so as to capture a large number of photons on each photograph, we observe when
we develop them that the fringes have not disappeared. Therefore, the purely corpuscular
interpretation, according to which the fringes are due to an interaction between photons,
must be rejected.

( ) On the other hand, we can expose the photographic plate during a time so
short that it can only receive a few photons. We then observe that each photon produces
a localized impact on E and not a very weak interference pattern. Therefore, the purely
wave interpretation must also be rejected.

In reality, as more and more photons strike the photographic plate, the following
phenomenon occurs. Their individual impacts seem to be distributed in a random man-
ner, and only when a great number of them have reached E does the distribution of the
impacts begin to have a continuous aspect. The density of the impacts at each point of E
corresponds to the interference fringes: maximum on a bright fringe and zero on a dark
fringe. It can thus be said that the photons, as they arrive, build up the interference
pattern.

The result of this experiment therefore leads, apparently, to a paradox. Within
the framework of the particle theory, for example, it can be expressed in the following
way. Since photon-photon interactions are excluded, each photon must be considered
separately. But then it is not clear why the phenomena should change drastically ac-
cording to whether only one slit or both slits are open. For a photon passing through
one of the slits, why should the fact that the other is open or closed have such a critical
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Experimento de dupla fenda com luz
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Baixas intensidades: fóton a fóton
Em baixas intensidades, o 
padrão se forma fóton a fóton. 
É impossível prever onde cada 
fóton cairá.

Se tentarmos descobrir por 
qual fenda cada fóton passou, 
o padrão de interferência é 
destruído. Não há sentido no 
conceito de trajetória.

a) Complementaridade onda-partícula.
b) Ausência de trajetórias.
c) Descrição puramente probabilística.
d) Processos de detecção (medida) perturbam de maneira fundamental o sistema.
e) Vale não só pra luz: elétrons, neutrons, átomos, moléculas.



Princípio da decomposição espectral
Podemos aprender bastante com um 
experimento de polarização de luz 
monocromática.
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Figure 2: A simple measurement experiment relating to the polarization of a light wave.
A beam of light propagates along the direction and crosses successively the polarizer

and the analyzer ; is the angle between and the electric field of the wave
transmitted by . The vibrations transmitted by are parallel to .

The experiment consists of directing a polarized monochromatic plane light wave
onto an analyzer . designates the direction of propagation of this wave and e ,
the unit vector describing its polarization (cf. Fig. 2). The analyzer transmits light
polarized parallel to and absorbs light polarized parallel to .

The classical description of this experiment (a description which is valid for a
su�ciently intense light beam) is the following. The polarized plane wave is characterized
by an electric field of the form:

E(r ) = 0 e e ( ) (A-6)

where 0 is a constant. The light intensity is proportional to 0
2. After its passage

through the analyzer , the plane wave is polarized along :

E (r ) = 0 e e ( ) (A-7)

and its intensity , proportional to 0
2, is given by Malus’ law:

= cos2 (A-8)

[e is the unit vector of the axis and is the angle between e and e ].

What will happen on the quantum level, that is, when is weak enough for the
photons to reach the analyzer one by one? (We then place a photon detector behind
this analyser.) First of all, the detector never registers a “fraction of a photon”. Either
the photon crosses the analyzer or it is entirely absorbed by it. Next (except in special
cases that we shall examine in a moment), we cannot predict with certainty whether a
given incident photon will pass or be absorbed. We can only know the corresponding
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given incident photon will pass or be absorbed. We can only know the corresponding
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Resumo
a) Se o estado do fóton é um auto-estado do aparato medidor (ex ou ey) → 

resultados determinísticos.
b) Se o estado for uma superposição de auto-estados → só se podem

descrever os resultados probabilisticamente.
c) O ato de medir modifica o estado do sistema após a medida.



A função de onda e sua interpretação
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O princípio de decomposição espectral
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A equação de Schrödinger
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